Painting and Drawing 1
Mrs. Measer

About Mrs. Measer


8th

Year of teaching

 3 In the city of Rochester
 4 in Pittsford 2 at MCE and 1 at SHS
 University at Buffalo for Undergrad
 Majored in Fine Art with a concentration in painting and a minor in education
 Received my BFA
 Nazareth for Graduate School
 Received my Masters and Initial Certification in Art Education
 https://amandameaser.carbonmade.com/
 I teach at SHS:
 Animation 1 & 2
 Studio Art
 Photo 1 and Advanced Photo
 Drawing and Painting 1

What’s the difference between Studio Art
and PD1?
 Studio Art focuses on a ton of different art medias. We try to give students a taste
of everything we offer here at Sutherland.
 Drawing and Painting primarily focuses on exactly what the class is labeled:
“Drawing and Painting.” We will explore several different drawing medias and
different painting medias. We will also explore mixed media, which means using
multiple art medias to make one piece of art.
 A large portion of this class will focus on techniques and mastering them! Studio
Art gives students glimpses, now we will actually focus on these techniques much
more.
 Students, instead of drawing from photos and references, will be drawing more
from sight and learning how to realistically render what they see!

What we will be doing in Painting and
Drawing….

Studio Habits
 Studio Set-up
 Art/Idea development
 Daily Formative Feedback (Peer & Teacher)
 Development of craft
 Stretch/explore
 Understanding artworld
 Process documentation
 Reflection

Observational Drawing
 Linear Perspective
 Observational Skill Development:
 Scale/proportion
 Sighting/Measuring/Comparison
 Foreshortening
 Rendering Form (techniques)
 Light/Shadow

Media Exploration
 Drawing Media
Techniques
 Graphite

 Painting (Wet) Media Techniques

 Colored Pencil

 Watercolor

 Pastel/Charcoal

 Acrylic Paint

 Pen & Ink

 Ink(printmaking/wash)
 Mixed Media Exploration
 Choice
 Experimental grounds

Artwork Preservation/
Presentation/Curation

Sketchbook/Portfolio usage and purpose
Artwork preservation
Mounting/Presentation techniques
Artwork Selection/Curation

Supplies Required:
 Hard or Spiral bound sketchbook 9"x 12"
with Mixed Media paper - minimum 60
pages
 #2 pencils (not mechanical)
 Good eraser,
 1-gallon size Ziploc bag
 Portfolio (at least 18"x24")- this will help
them bring their work to and from home!
 Students will receive an ”Art Kit” with the
rest of the materials they will need for this
class!

Mrs. Measer’s Teams:
 There is a weekly agenda tab in every team I have
 This clearly outlines what students should be working on each day they are at home.

 Assignments are made for every work that is expected to be handed in.
 Under each assignment the assignment is re-explained and also given specific due dates for each
cohort.

 Under files there is a folder for every project we have/are working on. If students need a
refresher they can review the class materials here.
 Live classes on Wednesdays will sometimes be expected. I will always announce IF there is a live
class occurring the day before so students can be prepared. Otherwise they are expected to
check the weekly agenda as a reminder of what they are to be doing during this remote time.
 I check my Teams regularly. Any questions students have they can either email me or post onto
the timeline of teams!

Thank you for coming to
Open House tonight!
Any questions you have you can email me
at:
Amanda_Measer@pittsford.monroe.edu

